Host CMMDRPlet says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>.

CEO_JJ says:
::In Engineering, working, trying not to blow up at one of the officers that bring orders from Plet::

CNS_Savar says:
::In OPS, quietly monitering the going-ons of the station::

CSO_Tyler says:
::at science console in OPS::

LtJG_Rex says:
::in his office, bored silly without the usual litany of civilian appointments::

CSecWolfe says:
::sits back in his office desk...with no civilian traffic, nor goods coming and going, his duties on station have become superflourous::

CTO_Matt says:
::stands at Tactical, watching all the traffic, glad he was able to ghost out the 700+ ships, so he can watch for normal traffic::

CEO_JJ says:
::seating in his office at his desk::

Host CO_Reed says:
::in his office, as usual, looking over reports and such::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: Things around the station have settled into a routine, of sorts.

CmdrWolfe says:
::back in the office in her quarters, communicating with Starfleet Command about getting sufficient reenforcements,and getting her next assignment.::

CSO_Tyler says:
::glances around OPS looking at the new faces onboard::

OPS_Craig says:
::In quarters::

CEO_JJ says:
::wonders what will come next from Plet::

CSecWolfe says:
::nods at the duty officer::  Karon:  Page me if needed...... :;stands and heads out of the office, heading toward the lifts::

CSecWolfe says:
<Karon>  Yes Commander....::goes back to writing a report...on nothing.....very quiet::

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to type in the commands that bring up the duty roster::

LtJG_Rex says:
::spins around and around in his chair::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at it and at first doesn't know why he does not recognize half the names- then thinks of course half my staff was civillians and they were replaced::

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO: anything new on your end??

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  No, just cluttered.

Host CO_Reed says:
::sets down the thousandth PADD and wanders outside of the office::

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to get mad at the duty roster and decides to leave for OPS:: myself: I hope Plet isn't up there

CmdrWolfe says:
::she's sent the next set of intelligence reports to look over, and she grimaces....nothing is getting any better::

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO:  ::deep sigh::  I hate being kept in the dark ::walks over to a replicator ::

OPS_Craig says:
::heads to OPS for duty shift::

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  I'm almost always kept in the dark, Sir.

CEO_JJ says:
::heads for the TL:: TL: OPS

CEO_JJ says:
::the trip isn't long and I walk out::

LtJG_Rex says:
::stops spinning around and taps various rhythms on his desk::

CSO_Tyler says:
replicator:: Cocco , luke warm   ::retrieves his drink and sits back at his console      CTO: ::smilling:: don't feel bad about this one

OPS_Craig says:
:: Joins the CEO in the TL:: Good day Chief

CEO_JJ says:
::nods to an officer that stops and gives a salute:: ::wonders why he got saluted::

CSecWolfe says:
::folds his arms across his chest.....sighing::

OPS_Craig says:
CEO: Long day Chief?

CTO_Matt says:
::does a long range scan of the system, looking for anything unusual or not unusual::

CmdrWolfe says:
::leans back in her chair, having closed the connection to Starfleet Command...she starts looking over the reports::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Power consumption readings on the core jump to 99.8%

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to Engineering station::

CEO_JJ says:
::checks several things then looks at the power consumption read outs::

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the power consumption almost go off the scale, again and sighs::  Any:  There goes the power again.

CSecWolfe says:
::steps off of the lift......nodding at some junior officers as they board the lifts to head off to their various stations to begin their shifts::

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: We got some problems here

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: whats going on chief??  ::doubling sensor readings::

OPS_Craig says:
::walks to the Ops console::

CSecWolfe says:
::walks home.....walking inside their quarters with an almost bored sigh.....::

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: the core is about to be over loaded we need to shut down a lot of things off

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  Yes, I noticed.  That has been happening a lot since the rag-tag fleet arrived and connected with us.

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: You home?

Host CO_Reed says:
::walks onto what used to be the promenade, after giving the proper authorization codes::

LtJG_Rex says:
::ponders calling Plet in for a physical::

CSO_Tyler says:
OPS: anything semi un important??

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: well let's start shutting off the non-essentials

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The core remains steady at 99.8%

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves to empty secondary science station and looks busy::

OPS_Craig says:
CSO: nothing life hazardous

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Well.......nothing much else to do.....::heads over to the replicator and gets a Mocha Latte::  The additional security measures are in place, operational and under 24 hour surveillence.....without civilians, my position on the station is almost moot

CmdrWolfe says:
::kicks her feet up, and starts taking notes, an engagement here, a loss there....it's almost dehumanizing to see it all reduced to numbers::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at the console and see that power is steady::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  I know that sound ::sip:: more reports huh?

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: You could fill out all the extra reports that being under martial law generates.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO* Tyler to Captain Reed.  Sir we have a small situation here, core readings are at 98%  CEO recommends shutting some things down, but with all the new augmentations not to sure whats expendable

Host CO_Reed says:
::astounded by all the machinery and testing area set up in what used to be the bar and stores::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Of course more reports. Beauracracy forever and ever.

CSecWolfe says:
kate:  We have no civilians aboard......therefore, Martial Law is not needed....::walks into the office::

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: any suggestions chief?

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: well let's start with the Quarters we can shut down some of those systems and put them on Emergency generators

Host CO_Reed says:
*CSO*:  I will communicate to Plet our situation, and ask him what is availible to shut down.  ::goes to his quarters::

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  I don't know of anything that we can take offline, as all areas of the station are being used by the scientists.

CSecWolfe says:
::walks around and leans back against the desk::  Kate:  ever since Commodore Plet and his gaggle arrived, my work load has dropped to almost nil.....kind of relaxing

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: well that's too bad for them, my job is to keep as much of the station running as I can and it's their own fault for over loading the core

CmdrWolfe says:
::looks up, then goes back to her report:: Max: Karen sent me the most recent batch of reports, and I've got to get these looked over before I get any sleep.....at least you're relaxing. ::gives him a slight smile::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: LRS detect a vessel at the edge of the system.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: ensign better take us to yellow alert we can get a little extra power from that

Host CO_Reed says:
::arrives at his quaters and goes to his computer screen::  Computer, hail Cmmdr Plet, secure line.

OPS_Craig  (Yellow Alert.wav)

CSO_Tyler says:
ceo: lets go ahead and take down anything we can to get us out of the red zone. We'll deal with Plet later

CTO_Matt says:
::tightens his scans in the area of the vessel, scanning to see what it is::

OPS_Craig says:
*ALL hands* Yellow alert All hands to YEllow alert

CSecWolfe says:
::looks up as the Yellow Alert is sounded::

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks registry to see if its a scheduled vessel::

CmdrWolfe says:
::hears the alert, and puts the report down:: Max: So much for your down time.

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: you got it shutting down sections 1-5 of the Promenade

CTO_Matt says:
*CO*  Sir, we have an unidentified ship at the edge of our LRS.  The ship is adrift. 

CNS_Savar says:
::Looks up questioningly and brings up power consumption on his console::

Host CO_Reed says:
*CTO*:  Do you detect any life on it?

CEO_JJ says:
::watches as power comsupmtion lowers to 95%::

CEO_JJ says:
::wishes he could get it down to 85%::

CTO_Matt says:
*CO*  Sir, there is no energy output coming from the vessel::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: Commodore Plet's vessel leaves to investigate the ship.

CSecWolfe says:
*Station OPS*  This is Commander Wolfe...what is going on?

OPS_Craig says:
CEO:Chief we could shut down the Cargo Transporters

CTO_Matt says:
::boosts his scans as best he can to get an identity of the vessel::

OPS_Craig says:
*Cmdr Wolfe* we have a sharp increase in power consumption

CMO_Rex says:
::writes a letter to his family saying that he might not get another leave for a while::

CEO_JJ says:
*Promenade*: Attention all hands on the Promenade. This is CEO_Claymore. Any one who can shut down their equipment do so now or all power to your equipment will be shut off to avoid reactor core over load

Host CO_Reed says:
::waits for the Commodore's response::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: shutdown all the transporters and lower the lights in the corridors

CSO_Tyler says:
::pondering look on his face::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM:Reed: Captain, you called?

CSecWolfe says:
*OPS*  Then find out where there has been a boost in power consumption and investigate.  Back track through engineering logs and reports to find the leak, then plug it..

OPS_Craig says:
CEO aye sir

CmdrWolfe says:
::just listens, taking a moment to figure out what's going on::

OPS_Craig says:
::shuts down transporters and dims lights::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: Leak sir I doubt there is a power leak any where, it's just to much equipment from the scientist

Host CO_Reed says:
COM: Plet: Our energy resources are stretched a bit thin.  Our CEO suggests shutting down a few things, but I do not know the importance of each section of R&D.  What can be shut down temporarily?

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: yes but they're had to be something significant that came online to boost everything that high

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: or a lot of people turned on there lights at the same time

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: I think I found it too

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: where abouts??

CEO_JJ says:
*Lab 10-20*: Why are you using so much power?

CSecWolfe says:
*OPS*  Then I suggest setting all replicators to scheduled feeding times to cut back on energy consuption there...

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: Lab 10 Deck 20

CSecWolfe says:
*OPS*  Of course, clear this through Captain Reed..

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Reed: You may shut down the cargo transporters for now.  We do not forsee any shipments anytime soon.

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: any response from them??

CEO_JJ says:
::power consumption down to 93%::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  I wouldn't call this quite the sort of thing I would have liked to liven up my shift....

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM:Reed: now if you will excuse me, we have a ship to investigate.

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks for any information on the contents of lab 10 on deck 20::

Host CO_Reed says:
COM: Plet:  Thank you for the advice.  ::meant to be sarcastic, but come across as sincere::

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: no but consumption just went down another 2%

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: sir

Host CO_Reed says:
*OPS*:  Shut down the cargo transporters to save energy.

OPS_Craig says:
*CO* already done sir

CSecWolfe says:
::closes the channel to OPS and goes back to his coffee::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: sir at the moment we are having to shut down indiscrimenantly, the core is at 93% and 85% is the recommened long term level

CmdrWolfe says:
::listening to the reports until the channel is cut...really, this isn't her jurisdiction::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: for safe usage

OPS_Craig says:
CEO: i am going to go check out Lab 10 deck 20

CSecWolfe says:
::sips on his coffee......just looking::

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Just make sure you don't cut power to something the R&D folks need.

OPS_Craig says:
::heads to Lab 10-20::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: I hope they don't mind the lower light level on the promenade

OPS_Craig says:
::enters lab 10-20::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO* Sir, the vessel is still adrift.  Request permission to take a runabout and investigate.  Long range sensors still can't pick up any vital signs

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  They have Starfleet issued emergency lights down there, so I don't think there is anything to worry about.

Host CO_Reed says:
*CSO*:  I was under the impression that Cmmdr Plet was investigating the vessel.

CMO_Rex says:
::sings a little song to himself::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: I'm glad because I might just need to shut off the lights completely we aren't getting any closer to 85%

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  I better head up to OPS and see if I can't help organize this madhouse.........::stands and places the steaming coffee mug on the replicator, watching it disappear into component particles::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: Plet's Excelsior class vessel reaches the vessel.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO*  ::silent momentarily:: well sir..... He is... but .. I would like to assist

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Let me know what you find out.

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  If it becomes neccessary, you can divert power from one of the runabouts.  It should give you an extra percent or two.

CmdrWolfe says:
::gives him a tired smile::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate: You're always the first.........::makes one last stop to give his wife a kiss on the forehead before heading out::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at the M/A mixture and notices that it is still on the advanced formula::

Host CO_Reed says:
*CSO*:  Ask him if he would like assistance.

CmdrWolfe says:
::her smile starts to glow somewhat as he does so::

CSecWolfe says:
::heads to the lifts....walking briskly::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO* aye sir....thank you sir

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: I would if I could be EPS conduits to most of the runabout pads would overload do to all the labs along them

OPS_Craig says:
*OPS* I am outside lab 10-20

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: OPS Craig is stopped by two large human guards.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: tell them to lower their power consumption by 8%

CSO_Tyler says:
COMM: Arcadia to USS Plet. This is the Chief Science Officer requesting to join your current investigations

CSecWolfe says:
::steps onto the lift::  Station OPS

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  You could always transport the core of the runabout directly to Engineering.  It would take added effort, but it could work.  Like I said, though, only use this as a last resort.  I would prefer to leave the runabouts in one piece.

OPS_Craig says:
gaurds: i need to talk to the guys inside

CTO_Matt says:
::watches the Plet's ships approach the vessal and continues to scan, seeing if there is anything else in the area::

OPS_Craig says:
gaurds: they need to lower there power consumption by 8%

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: I'll keep it in mind if we have another power spike

CSecWolfe says:
::watches as the lift doors hiss open to OPS....steps off and looks around::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
<Guards>Craig:  We will pass on the message.  Good day, Ensign.

CEO_JJ says:
Operastions: Alright everyone I am getting ready to lower the lights in here so down worry about it

CmdrWolfe says:
::wonders if she should have taken up botany as a career instead.......::

Host CO_Reed says:
::realizes that there isn't much else he can do from his quarters, and walks back to Ops::

CSecWolfe says:
All:  I have the Conn.....

OPS_Craig says:
gaurds: I am not leaving till i get a confirmation

CEO_JJ says:
Operastions: If you can shut down as many consoles as you can and merge them into one

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Arcadia: Reed, this is Commodore Plet.  The vessel is a Cardassian Galor class.  We are beaming an AT aboard to investigate.  Out.

CSecWolfe says:
CEO:  What is the level of power consumption on the ships power plant.....

CSO_Tyler says:
::mutter to self:: I'll take that as a no

CSecWolfe says:
CTO:  Do you have any unidentified ships on the threat board?

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: none they have been taking apart all the areas that made those things ships and permenantly making tham a part of the station

Host CO_Reed says:
::arrives in Ops::

CTO_Matt says:
CSec:  Sir, just the one that Plet is investigating right now.

CNS_Savar says:
::Closes down secondary science and moves to stand in the better light::

CSecWolfe says:
All:  Captain on the Bridge

Host CO_Reed says:
All:  At ease.

CEO_JJ says:
::hopes the captain doesn't notice that he keep working when he was annoucned::

CSO_Tyler says:
::puzzled:: a derelict Cardassian vessel::   ::checks computer for any known bases or cardassian allied stations within the area::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: The guards move towards Craig in a threatening manner.

OPS_Craig says:
::stands his ground::

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Power plant usage is still above acceptable limits, but coming down slowly.  I suggest setting up "Dining Hall" hours in the lounges and mess halls, and shutting down replicators during off hours to cut down power consumption

Host CO_Reed says:
CSec:  Agreed.

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Commodore Plets ship has rendevouzed with the unknown contact, incoming message from his ship.......

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to wonder what will happen next with all this R & D stuff::

OPS_Craig says:
Computer: activate Level 9 Force field around ENs. Lowell

Host CO_Reed says:
::looks at the message::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: The guards both pick up Craig and remove him from the corridor, unhurt.

CEO_JJ says:
CO & CSec: shutting down replicators, sir when you have a recorded message ready I will send it out to station personnel

OPS_Craig says:
::field shimmers into place::

CSecWolfe says:
CEO:  Get the OPS officer onduty up here...and you too begin working up a menu and time slots to maximize replicator efficeny.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir. maybe we can get Plet to rotate his projects that he knows will absorb alot of power.  I mean, we can chip and scrap forever and we may still have these spikes

OPS_Craig says:
::reenters TL:: Deck 1

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves to TL to talk to guards about their troubled childhoods::

Host CO_Reed says:
CSO:  I will talk to him.

CSecWolfe says:
<erm...efficency>

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: sir the on duty OPS officer is trying to get Lab 10-20 to lower their high power consumption

CTO_Matt says:
::continues to scan the Cardassian ship and the area around it, looking for any cloaked vessels::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: The Cardassian vessel shows increasing power levels.

OPS_Craig says:
::Enters OPS and goes to station::

CSecWolfe says:
::chuckles::  CEO:  Might as well tried to walk on water....get him back up here and get to work....the replicators are one of the most energy hungry systems we have on this station...

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir what would a Cardassian vessel be doing way out here

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: on the matter of Replicator Effeciency Starfleet rations are the best

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, the Cardassian vessel has power levels increasing.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir the cardassian vessel seems to be powering up

Host CO_Reed says:
CSO:  I have no idea.

CSecWolfe says:
::notices the threat board::  CSO:  Class?

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: yes sir

Host CO_Reed says:
CTO/CSO:  Red Alert.

CSO_Tyler says:
CSEC: Galor class...and they seem to be powering up

CTO_Matt says:
::switches to Red Alert::

CNS_Savar says:
::Looks up at faded red lights::

CSecWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow::  Galor Class....awfully heavy craft to be out here alone....

OPS_Craig says:
CO: Sheilds?

CSO_Tyler says:
::goes to red alert, checks to see if Plet ship has raised its shields::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: Lowell, you better get back up here it doesn't look like those reseachers care

Host CO_Reed says:
OPS:  If we have the power.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Arcadia: Reed, this is Commodore Plet.  We have taken possesion of the ardassian vessel.  Out.

Host CO_Reed says:
::raises an eyebrow::

CSO_Tyler says:
self:: well then

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  I recommend a quaranteen of the Cardassian vessel, after our experience with the Apollo, it would only be prudent

Host CO_Reed says:
CTO:  Cancel the alert.

CTO_Matt says:
::cancels Red Alert::

Host CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Agreed.

OPS_Craig says:
::Cancel\s shields::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir isn't it odd that the ship was taken without a fight?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO/CSEC: IT almost seemed like Plet was expecting it

CmdrWolfe says:
::notices tension rising over the station, and wonders where she'd be now if she were back in the normal ranks::

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  I will set that up.......docking arm 10 is still open......have them Dock there.....I will get some teams down there immediately.....

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  My first guess would be that they were testing something.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: The Cardassian vessel's power reaches 100%.

OPS_Craig says:
CO: should i quarentine that area of the staion?

Host CO_Reed says:
::nods at Wolfe::  COM: Plet: When you return, please dock at docking arm 10 for quarentine.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: The cardassian vessel is fully powered sir

CSecWolfe says:
*Kate*  Commander Wolfe...meet me at Docking Bay 10.....
*SECKaron*  have Alpha and Charlie teams rendevouz with me at docking bay 10....fully armed.

CEO_JJ says:
::hopes that Plet really has control of the ship because we don't have enough power for shields::

CSecWolfe says:
<SecKaron> *Csec* Understood Commander...they are on their way....

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Reed: Afirmative, Captain.

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks power consumption levels::

CSecWolfe says:
::heads for the TL, stopping to take a Phaser Rifle from the OPS armory as he does so::

CmdrWolfe says:
::sets the padd down on the desk:: *Max* On my way. ::walks out of their quarters at a swift pace, and hitting a slight jog as she heads for the docking bay::

CEO_JJ says:
::gets ready to shut down some labs just in case we need to raise shields::

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO/OPS: ever find out what they're doing in Lab 10?

OPS_Craig says:
CSO: no

OPS_Craig says:
CSO: they kicked me out, literatly

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: some secret R & D stuff I am sure

CmdrWolfe says:
::arrives at the cargo bay, slightly out of breath:: Max: What's going on

CmdrWolfe says:
?

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: The USS K'Var takes the Cardassian vessel in tow.

CSecWolfe says:
::arrives just as kate and the teams show up::  All:  A Cardassian vessel was captured at the edge of the system....given our encounter with the Apollo, we are placing it in quaranteen, until we can scan it completely from tip to stern.....

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: can we setup a constant sensor and log for that Lab... I mean everytime something happens, power spike, drop in power, we should know about.

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: that way it MIGHT help shed some light on what they're doing down there

CTO_Matt says:
::continues to scan the Cardassian vessel as it approaches the station, checking to see if there is anything unusal about the ship::

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: I haven't had the time to give the computer instructions on that matter I need to do that for all labs so that I can move them to better locations

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: you plan on moving them??

OPS_Craig says:
CEO: wasn't that Cardassian Vessel at full power? why is Pelt towing it?

CTO_Matt says:
::scans to see if there are any transmissions coming from the vessel, all spectrums::

CMO_Rex says:
::belts out the score to the HMS Pinafore::

CSecWolfe says:
Alpha/Charlie:  Get ready....they will be arriving shortly...

Host CO_Reed says:
::walks quietly into his office, and looks at the layout of equipment throughout the station::

CSecWolfe says:
::pulls kate aside::

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: maybe

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: Do they move they're own equipment , or does your team help??

CSecWolfe says:
kate:  I called you down...well....you and I are the two most experienced members of the ships compliment, I needed someone down here I could trust...

CMO_Rex says:
I am the very model of a modern major-general, I've information vegetable, animal, and mineral...

Host CO_Reed says:
::begins some scenarios on power usage, and setting up a recreation facility for the crew::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two vessels move into Arcadia's extreme weapons range.

CmdrWolfe says:
::smiles:: Max: And if you can't trust your wife...right? ::makes certain she's armed sufficiently::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Exactly....

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: I have been ordered to put the labs where they can be most effecient

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: I wouldn't know

CSecWolfe says:
::checks the charge of his phaser rifle....::

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: Yes I know ::walks over to the CEO::   ::smiles:: do you move it...or do they

OPS_Craig says:
CSO: run a sensor sweeep on the Cardassian Vessel and check the power usages

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: of course that only has to do with what the use not what they do, if you wouldn't mind helping me on that end

CSecWolfe says:
::walks over to the Docking arms control panel and brings up the Tactical viewer and watches the Galor class ship glide in::  Kate:  Ugly ship...

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: I have always thought so.

OPS_Craig says:
CSO: It may be fakeing this

CMO_Rex says:
What, never? No, never! What, never?          Hardly ever!

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: I tell them where to go, if they won't move it or if Plet orders my department to move it I will

CMO_Rex says:
No he's hardly ever sick at seeeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaa......

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO ::smiling:: you read my mind ::

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: With the CO's permission... I might transfer to engineering for a day  ::walks back to the Science console::

Host CO_Reed says:
::draws up a plan for opening a holodeck, since they don't run on the same power supply as the station::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Well, I dont think the Cardassians designed her for asthetics..... ::eyebrows furrowed...the ship fully powered:: Hmm....thats odd, the Galor class ship is operating at 100%......

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sensors detect an energy pulse between Plet's ship and the Cardassian ship.  The K'Vra explodes.

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Is Ops aware of this?

OPS_Craig says:
RED ALERT

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: Get me shield power

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO* Captain to OPS

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to type in a few commands, starts to run power to the shields so they would be starting from cold::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadia is hit by the shock wave.

CTO_Matt says:
::raises shields to the station::

OPS_Craig says:
Shields up

Host CO_Reed says:
::feels the station shake::

OPS_Craig says:
::trips up::

CmdrWolfe says:
::tenses::

CMO_Rex says:
I remain an EnglishmaaaaAAAA! ::falls over backward in his chair

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: power levels back above 95%

Host CO_Reed says:
::exits his office onto Ops::  What happened?

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO: What happened!!??  ::doubles sensor logs::

CSecWolfe says:
::winces, eyes blinking in surprise as he grasps the console::  Shockwave......

OPS_Craig says:
*All Hands* All hands to Battle Stations

OPS_Craig says:
CEO do we have power for weapons?

CEO_JJ says:
operastions: I am going to have to shut down those labs or the core will over load

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  The K`Var exploded.  Some kind of pulse from the Cardassian ship.

CSecWolfe says:
::wonders who ordered Red Alert::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: not sure sir....running a check now...there was a pulse between the two ships...and then the K'var exploded

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadia's core reaches 105% of capacity.

CNS_Savar says:
::Grabs closest thing to hold on to, which happens to be the captain's chair:: CO: Sorry.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: we barely have it for shields

OPS_Craig says:
CEO: cutting power to the LAbs

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir we are well above the red line in the Core

CEO_JJ says:
ALL: core at 105%

CEO_JJ says:
ALL: shutting power down to the labs

CSecWolfe says:
*OPS*  What happened?

Host CO_Reed says:
::wonders what's going on::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, The K`Var just exploded.

CMO_Rex says:
::taps combadge from the floor:: *OPS* Rex to Ops... what was that?

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  The two ships are gone.......

CSO_Tyler says:
*CSEC* The K'var has been destroyed.. please come to OPS Commander

Host CO_Reed says:
CTO:  What of the Commodore's vessel?

CSecWolfe says:
Damn.....Kate, you better come with me....we might need to pick your brain...

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  It exploded.

CmdrWolfe says:
::waits for the report, and then realises she's not really got any place to go:: Max: Two? I thought it was only the K'Var. If that's the case, we've got some serious problems.

CTO_Matt says:
::powers up phasers and loads torpedo bays::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadia's core reaches 111%.

CmdrWolfe says:
::falls in step beside him, keeping up with his brisk pace::

CEO_JJ says:
ALL: I can't get the labs to shut down

CSO_Tyler says:
Sir we are still in the redzone in the Core

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: shut off the weapons

CSecWolfe says:
Alpha / Charlie teams:  Report to battle stations..this is NOT a drill....

CTO_Matt says:
::cuts power to all decks except engineering, OPS and shield generators, life support and weapson::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadia's core suddenly plunges to 0% and the station goes dark.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

